
          No. 54 West 46th St. 
         N.Y. Feb. 15th 1886. 
My own darling Harry, 
 I wont have time tonight for more than a note.  I could not write this afternoon as I have 
been out all the time.  I came home from my lessons about 1:15[,] hurried thro’ lunch and then 
went down to Astor Place to look at those books.  I didn’t buy any of them.  I was not wild 
enough over them to risk buying.  The only one I really wanted was No. 321, the Byron 
Engravings.  I tho’t some of them were beautiful, & to me they seemed very fine, but $4.50 is a 
good deal to spend, and I really dont feel that I know enough about such things to take the 
responsibility, for of course that am’t to us is about like $25.00 would be to Ada and she would 
think several times before spending that much, and we have got to think just as long before we 
spend $4.50.  If it is some thing very fine and a great bargain, I dont think it would be wrong to 
get it, but I do feel that I am not a good enough judge of such things to buy this book.  The 
pictures are certainly very nice, but whether they are really fine is another thing, and I’d rather 
not risk buying it.  It is an old book and is spotted a good deal.  Some of the pictures were very 
much soiled, but most of them were all right.  The pictures were all small.  I dont think there 
was one as large as this sh page, no I am sure they were not as large.  The book was I should 
think about the size of my Christiani, thicker of course, but the cover was about the same size.  
If any thing it was a little smaller.  The other books I did not consider bargains at all, and believe 
you will have plenty of chances as good, or better, and I’d very much rather have you see them.  
The 399, “Paris in Old & Present Times” by Hamerton I did not see.  It had been sold, but he said 
he could get one for you at any time for the same price, and I bet he could do the same with 
the others, or if he couldn’t, some one else could.  I dont believe darling that you would buy any 
of them.  The Byron you might like but I believe you would feel as I did, that it would be very 
nice if we had plenty of money.  I am sure you would like some of the things, but I guess that 
you would decide not to take it.  I looked thro’ it very carefully, and it is the only one of the lot 
that was at all tempting to me, & I must own that I liked that, tho’ I didn’t feel like buying it.  I 
should hate to pay $3.00 for [ill.] 243 of Cruikshank.  It was very dilapidated, and tho’ the 
illustrations may be very fine, I did not go wild over them, that is not wild enough to pay $3.00 
for the book.  It would be nice to have, and yet I’d never buy it.  The pictures are very good, & 
very funny but ___.  I was there till it was time to go to my lesson, and after my lesson I went to 
buy a little birthday present for Jule, and I didn’t get home till late.  Harry I saw a book by 
Hamerton the other day at Jenkins[,] cor[ner]. of 6th Ave. & 48th St.[,] “Etching & Etchers.”  I was 
surprised because I had always supposed it was something very elegant.  This book was only 
$4.50 or $4.75.  Of course I knew it wasn’t the one you had spoken of but I wonder about it.  I 
suppose the work is the same, but without without the beautiful illustrations, but the 
illustrations in this one seemed to me as good, or a great deal better than some of those I saw 
today.  Now darling I suppose I must stop.  This isn’t much of a letter but you wanted me to tell 
you about the books, and you see they have used up all my time, so that I have not time to 
write about other things.  Your letter came in the first mail this morning, and I need not say 
how very welcome it was.  We are still in a peck of trouble with help.  The new cook 
understands her business, & cooks deliciously, but of course when one thing is satisfactory 
there is bound to be another thing that is not.  We hate to lose her, & yet we cant keep her, for 
she drinks like a fish, and was awfully drunk last night.  Isn’t it horrible?  It is just breaks mamma 



up, for we tho’t she was going to do so well, and every thing was so well cooked, but we cant 
keep her, and mamma is so disappointed.  Oh darling I do hate to stop writing, but I really must, 
& ought to have stopped before, but I guess I’ll catch the mail. 

With love beyond measure Ө   Ө   Ө   Ө   Ө   Ө 
 from your own 
     Effie. 

 
Be very careful of your eyes.  


